When printing in ILLiad, how do I know what fields are coming from the Local Info table so I can make updates to the Local info table to update the output?

Symptom

- You see some fields in the printout that need to be updated and you want to know what fields are using the Local Info table so you can print.

Applies to

- ILLiad

Resolution

Here is a couple of ways to determine what fields are coming from the Local Info table:

1. Any field that deals with your Library information such as Library name, phone number, email address, then they will be the fields in the Local Info table.
2. If you are using the PrintQueue for the merged document, then all the fields will start with "LocalInfo_" that come from the Local Info table.

An example of the PrintQueue is `LocalInfo_InstitutionName`. In the LegacyQueue, the same field is `Insititution`.
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